40mm SuperSix MULTI
RANGE GRENADE
LAUNCHER

Presenting the latest in a trusted family of 40mm Grenade Launchers, Milkor unleashes the new
40mm SuperSix MRGL, a versatile sixth generation 6-shot launcher with different options of
cylinder length.
A wide variety of 40mm ammunition can be fired from the SuperSix platform. The effective range
includes all existing low and medium velocity ammunition. Rounds can be fired in a rapid
succession of 6 rounds in less than 3 seconds (operator dependent). Standard 6-shot area
coverage of at least 20m x 60m.
The SuperSix is manufactured from Mil Standard materials to endure most severe battlefield
conditions.
The SuperSix offers the most effective multi-shot handheld fire power available to the modern
soldier for commanding the battle field in any combat scenario. Ideally designed for use by armed
forces where extreme versatility is needed in a live combat or peacekeeping environment.
Rapid-moving armoured personnel carriers, helicopter gunships and patrol boats can easily be
fitted with the SuperSix too.
The SuperSix is capable of firing a wide range of standard and medium velocity ammunitions,
which enables the user to engage a wider range of targets than possible with a standard 40mm
launcher.
Calibre & rounds: 40mm Standard and medium velocity rounds
Type: Multi-shot semi-automatic revolving action
Capacity: 6 Rounds
Firing method: Semi-automatic
Practical firing rate: 6 Rounds in 3 seconds
Barrel type: Progressive with 1 in 1200mm final twist
Overall length (butt extended/retracted): 835mm / 780mm
Weight: 6.79kg (sight and butt stock)
Effective range: 800m (ammunition dependent)
Picatinny rail: Standard configuration (ships with 1 x rail on top for easy
sight fitting)
Quad picatinny rail assembly: Ships as standard Supersix front grip (regular front grip
available on customer request)
Standard sight: Several options available as per customer request
Height (without sight): 207mm
Width: 163mm

37/38 & 40mm
STOPPER
CONVERTIBLE

The Milkor 37/38mm and 40mm Multiple Anti Riot (MAR) is a lightweight shoulder fired 6-shot launcher.
The MAR is a derivative of the ever popular Milkor 40mm MGL, adapted to fire the standard 37/38mm
less lethal riot control rounds available today.

Caliber & rounds: 37/38 or 40mm Smokeless rounds (Not compatible with black
powder rounds)
Type: Multi-shot Revolver
Capacity: 6 Rounds
Firing method: Semi-Automatic
Practical firing rate: 6 Rounds in 3 seconds
Barrel type: 40mm Progressive with 1 in 1200mm final twist / 37/38mm
Smooth barrel
Overall length (butt extended/retracted): 775mm / 696mm
Weight: 4.87kg without quad picatinny / 5.27kg with quad picatinny
Effective range: 25m
Picatinny rail: Standard configuration (ships with 1 x rail for easy sight
mounting)
Standard sight: Milkor OEG or reflex sight
Height (with/without sight) *sight 275mm / 216mm
dependable:
Width: 163mm

40mm MULTIPLE
GRENADE LAUNCHER
MARK 1L

The Milkor 40mm Multiple Grenade Launcher Mark 1L is a rugged, robust, shoulder fired 6-shot
launcher that has been qualified according to Military Standards.
The MGL Mark 1L has a lengthened 140mm chamber as opposed to the standard 105mm
chamber of the Mark 1S.
The extra 35mm chamber area enables this weapon to fire a variety of ammunition. All shots can
be fired in a rapid succession of 6 rounds in less than 3 seconds.
The MGL Mark 1L is a semi-automatic weapon designed with simplicity to offer uncompromising
reliability and efficiency..
Caliber & rounds: 40mm Smokeless rounds
Type: Multi-shot Revolver
Capacity: 6 Rounds
Firing method: Semi-Automatic
Practical firing rate: 6 Rounds in 3 seconds
Barrel type: Progressive with 1 in 1200mm final twist
Overall length (butt extended/retracted): 867mm / 788mm
Weight: 6.58kg without quad picatinny / 7kg with quad picatinny
Effective range: 375m
Picatinny rail: Standard configuration ships with 1x rail for easy sight
mounting
Standard sight: Milkor OEG or reflex sight
Height (without sight): 207mm
Width: 163mm

37/38 & 40mm
STOPPER
CONVERTIBLE

Milkor can supply the users of its 37/38 and 40mm weapons with a wide range of specialized
accessories such as battle jackets, weapon mounts, sights, operator’s maintenance tools,
support equipment, holsters, workshop maintenance tools and gauges.
The Milkor 37/38 & 40mm Stopper Convertible is an extremely lightweight single shot break-open
weapon designed to give optimum performance utilising a variety of 37/38 Less Lethal or 40mm
Less Lethal and Lethal rounds. As a security or assault weapon, it can be fired from the shoulder
or like a pistol out of the hand. The weapon is extremely simple to operate and all metal surfaces
are treated with a coating for corrosion protection plus long-life dry film lubrication. It is a
conventional single shot, a break-open weapon with a unique floating firing pin mechanism that
ensures safety when accidentally dropped. The components of the weapon are interchangeable,
providing a wide range of applications ranging from Less Lethal 37/38mm to a 40mm Lethal
Weapon.
Caliber & rounds: 37/38 or 40mm smokeless rounds and black powder rounds
Type: Single round break-open weapon
Capacity: 1 Round
Firing method: Compress pin action
Practical firing rate: 12 Rounds per minute (operator dependent)
Barrel Length (with/without 182mm / 220mm
compensator):
Overall length (butt 670mm / 595mm
extended/retracted):
Weight: 2.15kg (with butt stock)
Effective range: 375m (ammunition dependent)
Picatinny rail: Standard configuration (ships with 1 x rail for easy sight
mounting)
Standard sight: N/A
Height (without sight): 166mm
Width: 65mm

40mm UNDER BARREL
GRENADE LAUNCHER

he 40mm UBGL is an extremely lightweight single shot, Under Barrel Grenade Launcher (UBGL)
with advanced safety aspects. The UBGL can be attached to most modern assault weapons and
rifles with minor adjustments and using the Picatinny Rail System.

Caliber & rounds:
Type:
Capacity:
Firing method:
Practical firing rate:
Barrel type:
Overall length (with compensator):
Weight:
Effective range:

40mm Smokeless rounds
Single shot
1 Round
Compress pin action
6 Rounds per minute (operator dependent)
6 degrees constant (1 turn in 1200mm)
275mm
1kg
375m

Picatinny rail:

N/A

Standard sight:

N/A

Height:
Width:

91mm
60.7mm

